
ADELAIDE’S OWN VERNACULAR 
Adelaide and the older suburbs have their own distinctive 
vernacular style of nineteenth century architecture, which 
distinguishes it from other capital cities. Importantly, this vernacular 
includes the typical Adelaide pointed picket fence and its variants.
Council’s heritage policy is to recognise and reinforce Adelaide’s 
unique historic character. The drawings in these Technical Notes are 
based on archival photographs and physical evidence. 
RESEARCH 
Research the appearance of the original fence. There may be 
remnants of the fence, on a common side boundary evidence of rail 
housings in verandah posts, or a single remaining post.
Physical evidence should form the basis of the new fence, with 
remnants retained where possible.
Historical photos may be available from past owners or online via: 
State Library of South Australia, www.catalog.slsa.sa.gov.au
City of Adelaide Archives, www.cityofadelaide.com.au/cityarchives
TYPICAL DESIGN 
The Adelaide picket fence was relatively simple and served to set off 
and emphasise the house and its garden rather than be a feature in 
itself. The most typical picket was the simple pointed picket.
HEIGHT & PROFILE 
Typically ‘Adelaide’ picket fences were about 900mm-1200mm 
(3-4ft) high. Generally modest cottages set close to the street had 
lower fences. Only larger houses with substantial front gardens 
had the higher 4ft picket fence. The height of the pickets often 
coincided with the sill level of the front windows, which results in 
the house sitting comfortably over the fence rather than being 
dominated by it. Elevated villas could maintain this relationship 
with a higher fence. Pickets were typically straight & level not rising 
to the posts, like in the eastern states, although rising pickets were 
occasionally used.
*NOTE
Gothic pointed or Torrens pickets and posts are uncommon in 
Adelaide and should only be used if there is archival evidence.
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SET-OUT APPROACH 
Generally picket fences were set out with feature posts at the 
property boundaries and the entry gates. It was less common to 
have feature posts at regular intervals, except for larger houses with 
wider frontages.
Gates invariably aligned with the front door except single fronted 
and row cottages where the gate was hinged off the common 
boundary post.
Row cottages usually shared a common post that aligned with 
the common verandah post, rather than having two neighbouring 
posts next to each other.
Gate widths were typically about 900mm (3ft), which is not 
dissimilar to the typical width of a front doorway. Gates were 
aligned with the fence, not set behind.
Fence spans were limited by the size of the rails. Mid-span were 
generally concealed. On narrow cottages more substantial rails 
were often used to avoid the need for an intermediate post.
ELEMENT DIMENSIONS & SPACINGS 
Pickets varied in width between 50 and 80mm.
50-70mm was most typical with the narrower pickets often used on 
smaller cottages to reinforce the scale.
Pickets generally had sharp arises (edges) rather than pencil round. 
Pencil round edges of ‘off the shelf’ pickets can be planed down 
to sharp arises which reduces the width to a more historically 
common 60mm width.
Picket spacing was generally between 38mm and 70mm. A picket 
was often used as a spacer to achieve a balanced appearance.
Posts were typically between 96mm and 125mm to match the 
original verandah post thickness.
Rails were typically 90mm x 45mm with a weather chamfered top 
face (or 70mm x 35mm kiln dried Blackbutt hardwood), to allow 
water to shed away from the picket and rail junction where rot 
typically sets in. 
POST HEIGHT 
Post shoulders generally aligned with the top of the pickets. 
Sometimes the top of the post was level with the top of the picket 
apex.
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CARPENTRY/CONSTRUCTION 
Picket fence rails were generally mortice and tenoned, i.e. the 
rails were rebated with a tenon into a mortice in the posts. 
This construction enabled the face of the pickets to sit in close 
alignment with the front face of the posts and for the posts to run 
uninterrupted to the ground and take prominence over the rails 
when viewed from within the property. The practice of rear housing 
the rails is a modern phenomena that results in posts sitting too far 
forward of the pickets and the rails running across the back of the 
posts, which are weakened by the rear housing.
Gates generally had stiles, which the rails of the gate were rebated 
into.
Historically pickets had one nail per fixing. It is recommended to 
pre¬drill the pickets then punch the nails and fill with putty rather 
than have exposed nail fixings.
MATERIALS 
Pickets and posts were often jarrah. It is generally recommended 
that pickets and posts be a hardwood. Treated pine whilst resilient, 
tends to warp and split.
Galvanised bullet-head nails, which do not result in corrosion or rust 
staining, should be used.
The section of post buried in the ground should be treated with an 
appropriate product to avoid moisture or fungal degradation.
20 MPa concrete should be used with a minimum of 100mm cover 
to protect the timber posts buried in the ground.
PAINTING 
Picket fences were always painted. Clear finish or unpainted timber 
was not done.
Rails and pickets should be pre-primed to protect the most 
vulnerable part of the picket fence, the junction between the back 
of the picket and the rail behind.
Either acrylic or enamel paint may be used.
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COMMONLY REPEATED MISTAKES IN NEW PICKET FENCES
• Selection of an incorrect picket profile (usually acorn-top 

pickets) rising to acorn top posts that historically never existed 
in Adelaide.

• Embellishment of picket fences with chamfers to the posts and 
plinth boards.

• Incorrect construction with rear housed rails.
• No stiles on gates.
• Fences that are too high.
• Pickets placed too close together.

RARE VARIATIONS
Occasionally picket fence designs differed. The design should only 
be varied where there is physical or photographic evidence of a 
non-standard design. The design should be in close consultation 
with Council & detailed drawings prepared by a suitably qualified 
Heritage consultant.
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